FAQ – Ultra‐Spray Automated Spray System
Q
A

How does the Ultra‐Spray work?
Ultra‐Spray is a battery operated large capacity pressurized
automated spray system that can be used on both horizontal and
vertical surfaces.

Q
A

What is capacity and how long does it run?
It houses either a 5 gallon pail, or two 2.5 gallon containers with
an EZ change out feature. Run time is 2‐3 hours per charge.

Q
A

Is the Ultra‐Spray adjustable?
Yes, Both the floor spray nozzle and the spray wand are adjustable
to your particular application. The spray width is 18 – 36 inches
for horizontal surfaces; carpets or floors.

Q
A

What kind of chemicals can be used with the Ultra‐Spray?
The applications are virtually unlimited. Some examples are:
application of disinfectants to combat swine flu and MRSA
pandemic, applying encapsulation agents, applying bio‐enzyme
agents, applying deodorizers, carpet spotting agents, bonnet
solutions, traffic pretreatments, liquid ice melt and weed killer…
Any water chemical can be used with the Ultra‐Spray to both
vertical and horizontal surfaces.

Q
A

Where is the Ultra‐Spray manufactured?
The Ultra‐Spray automated spray system is made in the U.S.A.

Q
A

How much area can be sprayed in an hour?
On a horizontal surface (floor) you can apply chemicals at about
20,000 sq. ft. per hour. We are about 5 times faster than the suit
case type sprayers that are on the market.

Q
A

Does the battery/charging system require maintenance?
No, The battery/charging system is the same design as the proven
Ultra‐Trak application system we produce. It is a sealed
maintenance free battery that will give you years of trouble free
service.

Q
A

Is there a wall wash attachment available?
Yes. The wall washing tool attaches to the coiled hose using the
quick disconnect. The wall washing tool feeds clean solution to
the wall for quick and easy cleaning of walls in hospital operating
rooms and patient rooms, casinos, and schools – any facility
where walls need washing or disinfection. The wall washing tool is
also telescopic and extends to 10 feet.
How much faster is the wall washing procedure?
Our studies conclude that this procedure is 5 times faster than
conventional methods. Most walls can be cleaned from the floor
using our telescopic extension tool; which eliminates dangerous
ladders and climbing to reach high areas. Watch the procedure on
our website. The safety aspects are quite important.
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